
Friday, September 2 – Monday, September 5
Area Premiere!

THE MYTH OF THE AMERICAN SLEEPOVER
at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 (+ Sat, Sun & Mon at 1:30)
(2010) dir David Robert Mitchell w/Claire Sloma, Marlon Morton, Amanda Bauer,
Brett Jacobsen [93 min]
A new entry in the always compelling ‘last days of summer teenage ensem-
ble odyssey’ movie, MYTH OF THE AMERICAN SLEEPOVER easily stands
up to classics of the genre like Dazed & Confused and American Graffiti. It
is a sweet, raw, truthful and nostalgic film that follows a disparate group of
teens all facing moments of passage in their lives: tweens about to enter high
school, the new kid in town about to start school, just-graduated seniors
heading to college, and one sad-sack, jilted college kid trying to find hope.
Over the course of one August night, these loosely connected suburban kids
cross paths at various parties, sleepovers and makeout spots.

Director David Robert Mitchell shepherds a remarkable cast of brilliant
young newcomers in their feature film debuts. Meanwhile, cinematograph-
er James Laxton (Medicine For Melancholy) gorgeously captures every inti-
mate glance as well as the shadowy peace of a late summer night. The most
innovative thing about MYTH OF THE AMERICAN SLEEPOVER is its honest
innocence – while nothing seems glossed-over, the film lacks the threat of
danger that we’ve come to expect in indie films dealing with teens.
Everyone is on the make but there aren’t any predators – or very many
adults – in sight. It would almost seem like a fairy tale if it weren’t for the
honesty and realism of the script and performances.

“CRITICS PICK! A lovely debut feature. What Mr. Mitchell gets splendidly
right in this quiet, observant film, is the unsteady mixture of sophistication
and naïveté that is central to the modern American teenage way of being in
the world.” – A.O. Scott, The New York Times

“The American debut film of the year, and an experience you must work into
your summer calendar. A one-of-a-kind teen movie.” – Andrew O'Hehir, Salon

Also, Friday, September 2 – Monday, September 5
The Late Show:
SCARFACE
at 9:30pm
(1983) dir Brian de Palma w/Al Pacino, Michelle Pfeiffer [170 min]
This ‘80s crime classic is finally due out on Blu-ray this month and, in cele-
bration, we offer these special screenings. In this film that spawned a mil-
lion dorm room posters, Tony Montoya (Pacino) moves from Cuba to Miami
and ruthlessly pursues the American dream by taking over a drug empire.

Tuesday, September 6 – Thursday, September 15
Repertory Series!
THE NEUROTIC GENIUS 
OF WOODY ALLEN
With his newest film, Midnight In Paris, still in theaters, 75-year-old director
Woody Allen is experiencing yet another resurgence in his career. Over the
span of more than 50 years in showbusiness, Allen has been a filmmaker,
comedian, author, musician and playwright – with varying degrees of suc-
cess and popularity. Cinema, however, is clearly his calling. From early
experiments with the form (Take The Money And Run, What’s Up Tiger Lily?)
to hilarious cultural satires in the 70s (SLEEPER) to masterpieces like ANNIE
HALL and MANHATTAN through to his seriocomic explorations of relation-
ships and psychology (HANNAH AND HER SISTERS, CRIMES AND MISDE-
MEANORS) and even his nostalgic reminiscences (RADIO DAYS) and for-
ays into ‘serious’ movies (Interiors), Allen has always worn his love for film
on his sleeve. Because of his tremendous output as director (over 40 feature
films!), this series is only a brief survey by necessity, but we make an attempt
to hit most of the high notes in an amazing career that has left an indelible
mark on both popular and arthouse film history.
Please see below for full schedule and descriptions

Friday, September 9 – Sunday, September 11
Special Film And Live Performance!
CRISPIN HELLION GLOVER
at 7:00pm (doors at 6:00pm)
Renegade auteur Crispin Hellion Glover brings his BIG SLIDE SHOW to
Boston for the very first time! He will also present his notorious features IT IS
FINE! EVERYTHING IS FINE. and WHAT IS IT? All three nights include one
of the two features alongside a different version of CRISPIN HELLION
GLOVER’S BIG SLIDE SHOW, an hour-long dramatic narration, plus a Q&A
and book signing with Glover.

“For more than 20 years, Crispin Glover, actor, has maintained a truly dis-
tinctive, oddball persona, existing on his own plane… Crispin Hellion
Glover, auteur, is a force to be reckoned with.” – The New York Times

IT IS FINE! EVERYTHING IS FINE.
(2007) dir Crispin Hellion Glover w/Steven C. Stewart, Margit Carstensen [74 min]
IT IS FINE! EVERYTHING IS FINE. goes into uncharted cinematic territory
with screenwriter Steven C. Stewart starring in this semi-autobiographical,
psycho-sexual, tale about a man with severe cerebral palsy and a fetish for
girls with long hair. Part horror film, part exploitation picture and part doc-
umentary of a man who cannot express his sexuality in the way he desires
(due to his physical condition), this fantastical and often humorous tale is told
completely from Stewart’s actual point of view — that of someone who has
lived for years watching people do things he will never be able to do. Here,
Stewart’s character is something of a lady killer, seducing a troubled, recent-
ly divorced mother (Carstensen), her teenage daughter and any number of
other ladies he encounters along the way. According to Glover, Stewart
“wanted to show that handicapped people are human, sexual and can be
horrible.” – Notes from IFC Center

WHAT IS IT?
(2005) dir Crispin Hellion Glover w/Michael Blevis, Carlos Richardson, Lisa Fusco,
Steven C. Stewart [approx 80 min]
Known for creating many memorable, incredibly quirky characters onscreen
as an actor, Glover’s first effort as a director will not disappoint fans of his
offbeat sensibilities and eccentric taste. Featuring a cast largely comprised
of actors with Down’s Syndrome, the film is not about Down’s Syndrome.
Glover describes it as “Being the adventures of a young man whose princi-
pal interests are snails, salt, a pipe and how to get home while tormented
by an hubristic racist inner psyche.” In addition to writing and directing
WHAT IS IT?, Glover also appears in the film as an actor in the role of
“Dueling Demi-God Auteur and The young man’s inner psyche.” Actress
Fairuza Balk voices one of the snails. – Notes from IFC Center

“A provocation… Glover is less interested in narrative than in rekindling a
rich midnight-movie/avant-garde tradition that encompasses everything
from Maya Deren and Jack Smith to Alejandro Jodorowsky and David Lynch
— movies that baffled and intrigued audiences in galleries and salons and
Greenwich Village cinemas, but which had more on their minds than mere
shock value.” – Scott Foundas, L.A. Weekly

Tickets for this special event are $20 and are available now at brattlefilm.org

Friday, September 16 – Thursday, September 22
Area Premiere!
RAPT
at 4:30, 7:00, 9:30 (+ Sat & Sun at 2:00); 
Please note: 4:00 only on Tue & Thu; 8:00 only on Wed
(2009) dir Lucas Belvaux w/Yvan Attal, Anne Consigny, André Marcon [125 min]
Lucas Belvaux’s RAPT is good, nasty fun: a Chabrolian crime thriller based
on the actual 1978 kidnapping of a French-Belgian executive. His harrow-
ing 9-week experience at the hands of a criminal band is, ultimately, less
life-threatening to him than the details of his scandalous private life which
are revealed in the course of these events. Yvan Attal stars as a wildly attrac-
tive businessman and political mover and shaker who hops effortlessly from
one chauffeured Mercedes to another as he trades boardrooms for bed-
rooms. A sudden, shocking kidnapping finds him handcuffed, abused, terri-
fied, unshaven, hungry and in need of 50 million euros – which his family
and business partners are unable, or unwilling, to come up with. His picture-
perfect Parisian wife, two svelte teenage daughters and elegant grand-dame
maman are left to consider just how much his life and liberté are worth to
them. This new film from the director of the ambitious The Trilogy was nom-
inated for four Cesar Awards (including Best Film, Best Director and Best
Actor). – notes adapted from the Film Forum, NYC

“An explosive package. Riveting to the end. Boosted by Yvan Attal’s harrow-
ing portrayal of the incident’s not-so-innocent victim.” – Variety

“Fascinating… a sleek hybrid of kidnap-thriller and social commentary…
timely and provocative.” – indieWIRE

Friday, September 23 – Thursday, September 29
Area Premiere!
PEARL JAM TWENTY
Fri at 8:30, 11:00; Sat at 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00; Sun at 5:00, 7:30, 10:00; Mon
at 10:00 only; Tue at 5:00, 7:30, 10:00; Wed at 10:00; Thu at 8:30, 11:00
(2011) dir Cameron Crowe w/Pearl Jam, Chris Cornell, Neil Young [120 min]
Pearl Jam is a fascinating band if you think about it… They started from the
ashes of a Seattle band that was destined for greatness (Mother Love Bone)
but didn’t have any high aspirations at the start – they didn’t even really
have a name for a long time. Once people started paying attention to them,
however, fame and massive popularity were breathlessly quick to follow.
Their debut album, Ten, is still a classic but, since that meteoric rise, the band
has faced some serious challenges that go way beyond the “it’s so hard to
be famous” complaint. And, throughout, they have remained a strikingly reli-
able rock band, playing music for themselves and their fans without much
consideration for radio play or kissing-up to an industry increasingly domi-
nated by corporations and greed.

This band-sanctioned documentary by famed director Cameron Crowe
(Almost Famous) is, first and foremost, a love letter to Pearl Jam, but it does-
n’t shy away from the issues that plague most bands – artistic differences, dis-
sent, substance abuse, erratic behavior – and those that are unique to Pearl
Jam – tragic death, a mercurial lead singer, their status as “second-best”
grunge band, their failed stand against Ticketmaster, and more. Of course,
there is also a wealth of live footage from all stages of the band’s twenty year
history that are weaved throughout – including a lot from a triumphant
anniversary concert and a little from an infamous, MTV-sponsored party for
Crowe’s film Singles featuring perhaps their worst and most embarrassing
performance ever. Ultimately, this is a story about a band that makes some-
times-dark, sometimes-lovely but always-uncompromising songs whose only
devotions are to their fans and the integrity of the music they produce.

There will be a special premiere screening on Tue, Sept 20. See under
“Special Events” column for details.

Friday, September 30 – Tuesday, October 4
Never On DVD!
THE CREMASTER CYCLE
PART 1 & 2 [120 min]: Fri at 9:00pm; Sat at
1:30, 9:30; Sun at 4:00; Mon & Tue at 3:30
PART 3 [181 min]: Sat at 4:00; Sun at 6:30; Mon
& Tue at 6:00
PART 4 & 5 [98 min]: Sat at 7:30; Sun at 2:00,
10:00; Mon & Tue at 9:30
An art world phenomenon eight years in the
making and one of the most epic, ambitious
film art pieces ever created, Matthew
Barney’s six and a half hour CREMASTER
CYCLE is a masterpiece of non-narrative
filmmaking. Barney’s epic cycle of birth and
sexual differentiation melds genres as

diverse as the Busby Berkeley musical, the gothic Western, and operatic
spectacle, encompassing Celtic myth, Masonic initiation rites, motorcycle
races, obscure historical references, high fashion, lush music, and category-
defying imagery, as it spans half the globe, from Boise to Budapest, with
Barney himself popping up as a tap-dancing satyr, a naked magician, a
giant, and serial killer Gary Gilmore. In anticipation of our upcoming ART
HOUSE SILENT AUCTION FUNDRAISER on Oct 5 at OBERON, we present
this landmark 5-part work in its entirety. 

“A ravishing stretch of cinema… rich and quite, quite strange.” – David
Frankel, Artforum

“Mr. Barney’s cycle, with themes enunciated and developed and overlaid
with other themes, can now be perceived as one mega-film… It’s rather like
watching Wagner or Robert Wilson or Tarkovsky’s Andrei Rublev and letting
the imagery captivate you on its own, preverbal terms. There's time for
reflection later, as the images cling stubbornly in your brain… Mr. Barney’s
pictures are often really brilliant, so brilliant as to be disorienting; of course,
the pervasive ickiness, to use the technical term, helps in the disorientation
process. This is utterly original stuff…” – John Rockwell, The New York Times

Friday, October 7 – Sunday, October 9
Special Film And Live Performance!
JIMMY TINGLE’S AMERICAN DREAM:
LIVE ON STAGE AND SCREEN
at 7:00pm (doors at 6:00)
We are thrilled to welcome Boston comedy legend Jimmy Tingle to our stage
for his first official performance at the Brattle! This weekend’s shows include
a screening of Tingle’s new 60-minute film, JIMMY TINGLE’S AMERICAN
DREAM, an insightful and hilarious journey with Tingle into the heart and
mind of America. AMERICAN DREAM features discussions with some of the
nation’s brightest, boldest, and most innovative minds including Howard
Zinn, Robert Altman, Willie Nelson, and, of course, Mrs. Frances Tingle her-
self. These screenings will be accompanied by a Q&A period with Tingle,
followed by a live comedy performance. 

Tickets for this special event are $22 and are available now at brattlefilm.org

Tuesday, October 11 – Thursday, October 13
Repertory Series!
PETER & ALICE
We celebrate two iconic fantasy heroes in this brief
series. Alice In Wonderland and Peter Pan are two
of the most influential modern fairy tales with narra-
tive themes that have infused themselves into litera-
ture and film. Here we take a look at just a handfull
of the many, many films that are influenced by these
iconic, fabled children. In Alice’s case, we’ve put

together a double feature of a quirky, star-studded
version from 1933 that features Cary Grant and
W.C. Fields among other stars of the period along-
side DREAMCHILD, a somewhat disturbing take
on the origins of Lewis Carroll’s story. For Peter, we
are screening his first feature-film appearance with
Herbert Brenon’s 1924 silent PETER PAN as well
as P.J. Hogan’s recent 2003 version and Steven
Spielberg’s ‘sequel’ HOOK. In addition, along
with Harvard Book Store, we welcome Harvard
University’s Maria Tatar who will be discussing the
brand new, annotated edition of Peter Pan on Wednesday, October 12.

Please see below for full schedule and descriptions

Friday, October 14 & Saturday, October 15
Seventh Annual! A Benefit For Local Cycling Advocates!
BOSTON BIKE FILM FESTIVAL 2011
at 7:00pm
Organizers of the Seventh Annual Boston Bike Film Festival have asked film-
makers with a cycling habit to submit their work to be shown this weekend
at the Brattle. The event is a fundraiser for local cycling advocacy groups,
including MassBike. Films from past festivals have ranged from an exciting
chase on bikes with a twist ending, to the ultimate speed machine, to the
story of a young woman's coming of age. The types of films shown at the
BBFF range from animated shorts to digitally enhanced clips to feature-
length documentaries. Festival information and details for submissions can
be found at www.bostonbikefilmfest.org.

Sunday, October 16 – Thursday, October 27
Repertory Series!
RECENT RAVES
Boston is a great town for art film but with so many options it can sometimes
be a little overwhelming to keep up… RECENT RAVES to the rescue!
RECENT RAVES is the Brattle’s periodic series that showcases films that you
might have missed in their regular runs or loved so much you want to see
them again. In this edition, we focus on new work from acclaimed interna-
tional filmmakers (MYSTERIS OF LISBON), innovative documentaries
(TABLOID), independent features (MEEK’S CUTOFF, THE FUTURE) and, as
usual, we spice things up with a few fun double features (PROJECT NIM and
RISE OF THE PLANET OF THE APES anyone?).

Please see below for full schedule and descriptions

Friday, October 28 – Monday, October 31
Repertory Series!
SILENT SCREAMS
Last spring, local circus band Cirkestra teamed up with the Brattle to present
a live score for Tod Browning’s silent horror classic THE UNKNOWN. We
enjoyed ourselves so much that we vowed to do it again, and so the seeds
of this series were planted. There’s something about silent horror films that
makes them truly compelling. Perhaps it’s the lack of cliché-ridden dialogue,
perhaps the silence makes the visuals that much more striking, or perhaps
it’s the sheer otherworldliness of silent film. SILENT SCREAMS will include a
screening of THE GOLEM, featuring a recorded score by Frank Black of the
Pixies, as well as a recent production of CALL OF CTHULHU made in the
style of a 1920s silent film, plus matinee screenings of two classics: THE
CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI and NOSFERATU. In addition, we will feature
two films with live musical scores: the above-mentioned THE UNKNOWN
with CIRKESTRA on Sunday and the not-quite-silent WHITE ZOMBIE with
THE VOLCANO KINGS on Halloween itself (Monday night)!

Please see below for full schedule and descriptions

Wednesday, November 2 & Thursday, November 3
New Digital Restoration!
GIORGIO MORODER’S METROPOLIS
at 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
(1927) dir Fritz Lang w/Alfred Abel, Gustav Fröhlich, Brigitte Helm, Rudolf Klein-
Rogge [80 min]
A long out-of-print cult classic, Giorgio Moroder's 1984 cut of METROPO-
LIS adds a contemporary, synth-heavy score to Fritz Lang's 1927 sci-fi mas-
terpiece, along with a pop music soundtrack featuring some of the biggest
stars of the era, including Freddie Mercury, Pat Benatar, Bonnie Tyler, and
Adam Ant. In addition, Moroder re-edited missing footage into the film,
replaced the intertitles with subtitles, and added vibrant color tinting through-
out. This new high-def transfer has been created from one of the few remain-
ing prints available, with a newly restored audio mix.

WOODY ALLEN
Tuesday, September 6
MANHATTAN
at 3:30, 7:30
(1979) dir Allen w/Allen, Diane Keaton, Mariel Hemingway, Meryl Streep [96 min]
Ike Davis (Allen) has a lot of problems – two ex-wives, a seventeen-year-old
girlfriend, and a fundamental distrust of humanity among them – but his one
saving grace is the city he calls home. A lovingly composed black-and-white
homage to Allen’s greatest muse, the island of Manhattan.

ANNIE HALL
at 5:30, 9:30
(1977) dir Woody Allen w/ Allen, Diane Keaton [93 min]
With a voice that is not only comedic but insightful and poignant as well,
Allen’s Alvy Singer contemplates his outlook on life and reflects on his rela-
tionships with women. One of Allen’s finest films – and a winner of
Academy Awards for Best Director, Screenplay, Picture, and Actress for
Diane Keaton’s performance as the quirky title character.

Wednesday, September 7
LOVE AND DEATH
at 3:30, 7:30
(1975) dir Allen w/Allen, Diane Keaton, Georges Adet [85 min]
Welcome to Russian Lit 101 Woody Allen style! War, religion, existential-
ism, and wheat are all given their due in this hilarious and intelligent “epic”
comedy. You’ll never read Tolstoy or Dostoevsky the same way again.

SLEEPER
at 5:30, 9:30
(1973) dir Allen w/Allen, Diane Keaton, Mary Gregory [89 min]
Allen turns his sarcastic gaze towards the future, playing a health food store
owner accidentally frozen in 1973 and awakened, two hundred years later,
into a world that needs him to lead the revolt against its enigmatic Leader –
if he can escape having his brain reprogrammed!

Thursday, September 8
HANNAH AND HER SISTERS
at 7:15
(1986) dir Allen w/Allen, Mia Farrow, Dianne Wiest, Barbara Hershey, Michael
Caine, Carrie Fisher [103 min]
HANNAH AND HER SISTERS follows a tight-knit (and tightly wound) theatri-
cal family across the course of three life-changing years punctuated by hol-
iday gatherings. At the center of the family is dependable, successful actress
Hannah (Farrow); the constellations around her involve two sisters (Wiest
and Hershey) as well as their various husbands, lovers, and rivals. The film
garnered Caine his first Oscar and Woody his third (for Best Screenplay).

CRIMES AND MISDEMEANORS
at 5:00, 9:30
(1989) dir Allen w/Allen, Martin Landau, Alan Alda, Claire Bloom, Anjelica
Huston, Mia Farrow [104 min]
Allen’s fascination with relationships both familial and romantic ties togeth-
er two separate stories in this dark comedy. A successful doctor (Landau) is
forced to contemplate a choice between having his mistress killed or destroy-
ing his career and all that has come with it. Meanwhile, an unsuccessful doc-
umentarian (Allen) is forced to make a film about his brother (Alda), a TV
producer whom he despises.

Tuesday, September 13
ZELIG
at 3:30, 7:30
(1983) dir Allen w/Allen, Mia Farrow [79 min]
Allen’s most adventurous film, ZELIG is a comedic faux-documentary about
the title character, Leonard Zelig, a gifted, obsessive chameleon who can
mimic anyone. Using trick photography Allen inserts himself into some of the
early 20th century’s most significant moments.

THE PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO
at 5:30, 9:30
(1985) dir Allen w/Mia Farrow, Jeff Daniels, Danny Aiello [82 min]
There is a constant in Allen’s films that art – and cinema specifically – has the
power to guide us out of the dark places. In this magical film, the movies lit-
erally jump off the screen to help one lonely woman. In Depression-era New
Jersey, fired waitress Cecelia (Farrow) is spiraling into despair and self-pity.
In order to lift her spirits she heads to the cinema. Everything seems normal
until the fictional hero of the film walks off the screen and into Cecelia’s life.

Wednesday, September 14
RADIO DAYS
at 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
(1987) dir Allen w/Seth Green, Julie Kavner, Mia Farrow, Dianne Wiest [88 min]
Considered by Allen to be one of his most successful films, RADIO DAYS is
an autobiographical portrait of one working-class family living in 1940s
Queens. The center of the family – and of the film itself – is the time spent
listening to the radio, then in its Golden Age. Vignettes about the family are
seamlessly interwoven with tales of radio personalities and movie stars.

Thursday, September 15
MATCH POINT
at 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
(2005) dir Allen w/Jonathan Rhys Meyers, Scarlett Johansson, Emily Mortimer,
Matthew Goode [124 min]
The first film in decades that Allen shot entirely outside of New York, MATCH
POINT jumps the pond for a London set neo-noir. Former tennis pro Chris
Wilton (Rhys Meyers) finds himself in a difficult situation when he falls into
love triangle between two beautiful women (Johansson & Mortimer). Of
course, complications ensue and an unexpected development forces Chris
to take some radical, unconventional actions to resolve the situation.

PETER & ALICE
Tuesday, October 11
PETER PAN
at 7:00
(2003) dir P.J. Hogan w/Jeremy Sumpter, Rachel Hurd-Wood, Jason Isaacs, Harry
Newell, Freddie Popplewell, Ludivine Sagnier [107 min]
One night, the Darling family children are visited by a magical, young
stranger named Peter who whisks them away to Never Never Land where
they can live out their fantasies and stay young forever. This live-action adap-
tation ranks as one of the finest adaptations of J.M. Barrie’s immortal tale.

HOOK
at 4:00, 9:15
(1991) dir Steven Spielberg w/Robin Williams, Dustin Hoffman, Julia Roberts, Bob
Hoskins, Maggie Smith [144 min]
What would happen if Peter Pan grew up? Apparently he would become
an uptight lawyer with no time for his kids and a serious case of amnesia.
When his old nemesis Captain Hook returns and captures his children, Peter
must remember a lot of things quickly in order to save them, namely how to
fly, how to deal with the Lost Boys, and how to eat imaginary food.

Wednesday, October 12
PETER PAN
at 8:00pm
(1924) dir Herbert Brenon w/Betty Bronson, Mary Brian, Ernest Torrence [105 min]
In this, the first big screen adaptation of PETER PAN, Betty Bronson stars as
Peter Pan, the boy that never grew up, who charms Wendy and her broth-
ers to fly with him to Never Never Land. This memorable adaptation features
a delightful cast, remarkable special effects by Roy Pomeroy, and gorgeous
photography by James Wong Howe (The Thin Man).

Thursday, October 13
DREAMCHILD*
at 7:15
(1985) dir Gavin Millar w/Coral Browne, Ian Holm, Peter Gallagher [94 min]
This underseen film introduces us to Alice Liddell, the now 80-year-old inspi-
ration for Lewis Carroll’s Alice. Visiting New York for a centennial celebration
of Carroll, Alice finds herself looking back with wiser eyes on her relationship
with the shy, reserved man (Holm) and experiencing strange visions of the
characters from Wonderland (created by the Jim Henson Creature Shop).
*Tentative. Please call or visit brattlefilm.org to confirm.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
at 5:30, 9:15
(1933) dir Norman Z. McLeod w/Charlotte Henry, Gary Cooper, W.C. Fields, Cary
Grant, Edward Everett Horton, May Robson, Charles Ruggles [76 min]
A star-studded affair, this version of ALICE IN WONDERLAND seems more
like a playful get-together than a concerted effort to tell the story of Alice’s
adventures – the result is eminently charming. Who ever thought we would
get to see the dashing Cary Grant in an oversized turtle outfit?

RECENT RAVES
Saturdat, October 15 & Sunday, October 16
MYSTERIES OF LISBON
Sat at 12:00pm only; Sun at 2:00, 7:00
(2010) dir Raul Ruiz w/Adriano Luz, Maria Joao Bastos [257 min + intermission]
Raul Ruiz’s MYSTERIES OF LISBON is truly an epic film – not just in length but
also in scope, vision, and range of emotion. Set in 19th-century Lisbon, this
dizzying, visually stunning film folds stories within stories shifting backwards
and forwards in time. Sadly, Ruiz passed away in August, but we are grate-
ful that he has left us with such a flawless gem of a film.

Monday, October 17
TABLOID
at 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
(2010) dir Errol Morris w/Joyce McKinney [87 min]
Thirty years before the antics of Lindsay Lohan and Paris Hilton were regu-
lar gossip fodder, former Miss Wyoming Joyce McKinney made her mark
as a tabloid staple. Documentarian Errol Morris follows the salacious adven-
tures of this beauty queen with an IQ of 168, whose labyrinthine crusade
for love takes her through a surreal world of kidnapping, manacled
Mormons, risqué photography, magic underwear, and celestial sex.

Wednesday, October 19
THE TREE OF LIFE
at 5:00, 7:45
(2011) dir Terrence Malick w/Brad Pitt, Sean Penn, Jessica Chastain [139 min]
Acclaimed director Terrence Malick (Days Of Heaven) is anything but prolif-
ic, racking up only 5 features in over 35 years, but every one of his films is
a cinematic treat. His latest, THE TREE OF LIFE is the impressionistic story of
a Midwestern family in the 1950s that follows, through flashback, the life
journey of eldest son, Jack (Penn), a lost soul in the modern world.

Thursday, October 20
PROJECT NIM
at 7:30
(2011) dir James Marsh [93 min]
James Marsh (Man On Wire) brings us the story of a misguided experiment
in human/ape relations. In the early 1970s, an American family welcomed
a new guest into their home: an infant chimpanzee named Nim. The idea
was to study the way Nim adapted to and, hopefully, learned from his hosts.
This emotional film follows Nim’s journey and the attempts by his human
friends to right a few of the wrongs inflicted on him.

RISE OF THE PLANET OF THE APES*
at 5:15, 9:30
(2011) dir Rupert Wyatt w/James Franco, Andy Serkis, Freida Pinto [105 min]
This exciting, well-acted sci-fi thriller has proven to be one of the biggest sur-
prises of the summer. Experiments in Alzheimer’s research breed a geneti-
cally-enhanced, hyper-intelligent chimp named Caesar (Serkis) who escapes
and leads his fellow apes to freedom and, eventually, revolution. *Tentative.
Please call or visit brattlefilm.org to confirm.

Friday, October 21
ANOTHER EARTH
at 8:00, 10:00
(2011) dir Mike Cahill w/Brit Marling, William Mapother [92 min]
A strange, beautiful and touching sci-fi allegory, ANOTHER EARTH follows
an intimate story against the backdrop of Earth-shaking developments. The
big picture is that another Earth, a mirror image of our own planet, has sud-
denly appeared in the sky. But that hardly matters to Rhoda (Marling) after
she is involved in a drunk driving accident that kills a pregnant woman and
her son. Upon her release from prison, she starts an emotionally dangerous
relationship with the woman’s husband who is ignorant of her identity.

Saturday, October 22
SUPER 8*
at 2:30, 7:00
(2011) dir J.J. Abrams w/Joel Courtney, Elle Fanning, Riley Griffiths, Kyle
Chandler, Ron Eldard [112 min]
J.J. Abrams’ unabashed tribute to ‘80s teen adventure films features a group
of young amateur filmmakers as they witness a stunning train accident that
unleashes an alien terror into their suburban neighborhood. Driven by terrif-
ic performances from the leads (especially Elle Fanning who steals every
scene), SUPER 8 delivers a nostalgic confection that manages to avoid seem-
ing stale and overdone. *Tentative. Please call or visit brattlefilm.org to confirm.

ATTACK THE BLOCK*
at 5:00, 9:30
(2011) dir Joe Cornish w/John Boyega, Luke Treadaway, Jodie Whittaker, Nick
Frost [88 min]
ATTACK THE BLOCK is sort of SUPER 8 from the wrong side of the tracks.
A gang of n’er-do-well teens witnesses the beginning of an alien invasion
that starts (unbelievably) in their South London council block (read: housing
project). Together with some unexpected allies, they attempt to prove that
these E.T.’s have chosen the wrong earthlings to mess with. *Tentative. Please
call or visit brattlefilm.org to confirm.

Sunday, October 23
MEEK'S CUTOFF
at 2:45, 7:00
(2010) dir Kelly Reichardt w/Michelle Williams, Bruce Greenwood, Zoe Kazan,
Paul Dano, Will Patton, Rod Rondeaux [104 min]
In the earliest days of the Oregon Trail, a wagon train hires mountain man
Stephen Meek (Greenwood) to guide them over the Cascades. Claiming to
know a shortcut, Meek leads the group on an unmarked path across the
high plain desert, only to become lost in the dry rock and sage. This subtle
Western from acclaimed indie director Reichardt (Old Joy, Wendy & Lucy)
features a stand-out performance by Michelle Williams as one of the settlers.

THE FUTURE
at 5:00, 9:15
(2011) dir Miranda July w/July, Hamish Linklater, David Warshofsky [91 min]
A thirty-something couple’s decision to adopt a stray cat ends up changing
their lives in bizarre and unexpected ways. Narrated by Paw Paw, the
aforementioned cat, the latest from director/artist/actress Miranda July (Me
And You And Everyone We Know), THE FUTURE manages to be thoughtful-
ly charming without ever becoming too quirky.

Tuesday, October 25
THE GUARD
at 7:30
(2011) dir John Michael McDonagh w/Brendan Gleeson, Don Cheadle [96 min]
Sergeant Gerry Boyle, a loose-canon, small town Irish cop (Gleeson), unhap-
pily finds that he actually has to do his job when international drug smugglers
and a no-nonsense American FBI agent (Cheadle) come to town. Gleeson is
absolutely brilliant as he chews the scenery, and everyone around him, in
pursuit of one of the most gleefully brash performances in his career.

THE TRIP
at 5:30, 9:30
(2010) dir Michael Winterbottom w/Steve Coogan, Bob Brydon [107 min]
British comedians Steve Coogan and Rob Brydon head out on a foodie’s
dream road trip. Initially planned as a romantic trip for Coogan and his now
estranged girlfriend, Coogan and Brydon must learn how to survive each
other’s company for the duration of the trip. THE TRIP is at times hilarious,
touching, and uncomfortable, as Coogan deals with his feelings about
fame, relationships, and Brydon’s constant string of irritating impressions. 

Wednesday, October 26
BELLFLOWER
at 8:30 only
(2011) dir Evan Glodell w/Glodell, Jessie Wiseman, Tyler Dawson [106 min]
Best friends Woodrow and Aiden spend all of their free time building Mad
Max-inspired flamethrowers and muscle cars in preparation for a global
apocalypse. But when Woodrow falls hard for a charismatic young woman,
he and Aiden set off on a journey of love and hate, betrayal, infidelity, and
violence more devastating and fiery than any of their apocalyptic fantasies.

SILENT SCREAMS
Friday, October 28
Recorded Score by Frank Black
THE GOLEM
at 8:00pm
(1920) dir Carl Boese, Paul Wegener w/Wegener, Albert Steinrück, Greta
Schröder, Lyda Salmonova [85 min]
Co-director and co-writer Wegener plays the titular monster in this gorgeous,
gothic silent film. In 16th-century Prague when the city’s Jewish population
is threatened with eviction a rabbi creates a clay giant to protect his peo-
ple. Unfortunately, the Golem’s purpose becomes twisted by human emo-
tions and runs rampant.

The Late Show:
THE CALL OF CTHULHU
at 10:00pm
(2005) dir Andrew Leman w/Ralph Lucas, Chad Fifer, David Mersault [47 min]
Driven by the lack of successful big screen adaptaions of the work of leg-
endary horror author H.P. Lovecraft, a group of amateurs set out to make a
version of THE CALL OF CTHULHU, his signature story of unimaginable
dread and horror. The result, which hews as close as possible to the origi-
nal narrative, is this wonderful, vintage-tinged, modern-day silent film.

Sunday, October 30
CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI
at 12:00
(1919) dir Robet Wiene w/Conrad Veidt, Werner Krauss [75 min]
Wiene’s astounding Expressionist masterpiece features a sinister doctor and
his zombie-like somnambulist, Cesare, whose sinister predictions always
seem to come true.

NOSFERATU
at 1:45
(1922) dir F.W. Murnau w/Max Schreck, Greta Schröder [84 min]
Murnau’s thinly veiled adaptation of Dracula is one of the definitive vampire
films and Max Schreck’s creature of the night is about as far from the sexy,
sympathetic bloodsuckers of Twilight and True Blood as you can get.

Live Score by Cirkestra
THE UNKNOWN
at 8:00pm
(1927) dir Tod Browning w/Lon Chaney, Norman Kerry, Joan Crawford [60 min]
An amazingly macabre film even by Browning’s standards, THE
UNKNOWN features the great Lon Chaney as Alanzo, an apparently arm-
less circus knife-thrower, and Joan Crawford as his beautiful assistant, and
the object of his obsession. Featuring a live score performed by Boston’s
own CIRKESTRA, a globe-trotting circus music band.

Monday, October 31
Live Score by Volcano Kings
WHITE ZOMBIE
at 7:30pm
THE VOLCANO KINGS, a rock band heavily influenced by cult film sound-
tracks and Crime-Jazz will perform an original soundtrack to the not-quite-
silent, classic horror film WHITE ZOMBIE starring Bela Lugosi. 

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS & PREMIERES

SERIES LINE-UPS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Fall 2011:
Fri, September 2 – 

Thurs, November 3, 2011

SPECIAL EVENTS
(Visit brattlefilm.org for ticket prices and more info)
Saturday, September 10
Harvard Book Store presents
Special screening and panel discussion
TOP SECRET AMERICA: 
The Rise of the New American Security State
at 2:00pm | Visit Harvard.com for more information

Monday, September 12
The DocYard Presents
RAIN IN A DRY LAND
at 8:00pm
RAIN IN A DRY LAND chronicles the fortunes of two Somali families, trans-
ported by relief agencies from years of civil war and refugee life to
Springfield, MA and Atlanta, GA. As the newcomers confront racism, pover-
ty and 21st-century culture shock, the film captures their efforts to survive in
America and create a safe haven for their war-torn families. Their poetry,
humor and amazing resilience show us our own world through new eyes.

Tuesday, September 20
Special Premiere Screening!
PEARL JAM TWENTY
at 7:30
(2011) dir Cameron Crowe w/Pearl Jam, Chris Cornell, Neil Young [120 min]
Tonight’s screening is a special premiere event shared with Pearl Jam fans
around the globe! The Brattle will also host a one-week run of the film begin-
ning on Sept 23 – see the full description to the left. Tickets for this special
screening are $10.

Thursday, September 22
The Independent Film Festival Presents
Preview Screening!
TUCKER & DALE VS EVIL
at 7:30pm
(2010) dir Eli Craig w/Tyler Labine, Alan Tudyk, Katrina Bowden, Jesse Moss [89 min]
TUCKER & DALE VS EVIL is a hilariously gory, good-spirited horror comedy,
doing for killer rednecks what Shaun of the Dead did for zombies. Tucker
and Dale are two best friends on vacation at their dilapidated mountain
house who are mistaken for murderous backwoods hillbillies by a group of
obnoxious, preppy college kids. When one of the students gets separated
from her friends, the boys try to lend a hand, but as the misunderstanding
grows, so does the body count.

Friday, September 23
Boston Irish Film Festival Presents
THE RUNWAY
at 6:00pm
(2010) dir Ian Power w/Jamie Kierans, Demián Bichir, Bruno Bichir [101 min]
THE RUNWAY is inspired by the true story of a South American pilot who
crashed his plane near Mallow, Co. Cork in 1983. In this charming film, the
fractious community must come together to decide the fate of their visitor, and
nine-year-old Paco is called up to translate as the town’s sole Spanish speak-
er. Through a translation rich with poetic license, Paco manages to convince
the town to help his new Colombian friend by building him a runway.

Monday, September 26
Plus every other Monday evening through Jan 2
Chlotrudis Society For Ind’t Film & The Brattle Present
CINECACHE
at 7:30pm (showtimes may vary on future dates)
Celebrating the yet-to-be discovered treasures of the independent film world,
Chlotrudis and the Brattle present CINECACHE, a bi-weekly series of film
and discussion, every other Monday night from Sept 26 through the end of
the year. Sneak previews, festival favorites, regional features, and over-
looked gems are the kinds of films you’ll see in this exciting series. 

Please visit brattlefilm.org for ticket and subscription details.

Wednesday, September 28
The Charles River Conservancy Presents
Special Film Screening!
THE GREENHORNS
at 7:30pm | Visit thecharles.org for more information

Wednesday, October 5
Celebrating Cambridge READS
DUCK SOUP
at 7:15
(1933) dir Leo McCarey w/The Marx Brothers, Margaret Dumont [68 min]
In celebration of the Cambridge READS program, this year examining
Sebastian Junger’s War, we present two of the greatest anti-war comedies
ever created. In the Marx Brothers’ DUCK SOUP, Groucho is the selfish,
absurd, and childish leader of Fredonia who sparks a war with neighboring
Sylvania over the love of a rich widow. “You’re a brave man. Go and break
through the lines. And remember, while you’re out there risking your life and
limb through shot and shell, we’ll be in be in here thinking what a sucker
you are.”

DR. STRANGELOVE
at 5:15, 9:00
(1964) dir Stanley Kubrick w/Peter Sellers, George C. Scott, Sterling Hayden,
Keenan Wynn, Slim Pickens [95 min]
Although a political satire from almost 50 years ago, Kubrick’s comedic look
at the Cold War remains hilariously timeless. From the Brigadier General's
obsession with preserving his ‘essence,’ to the intimate-yet-dysfunctional rela-
tionship between the President and the head of the USSR, to the elaborate
set of miscommunications and technical glitches that lead to the end of
mankind, screenwriters Peter George, Terry Southern, and Kubrick brought
us a boldly absurd film that rings true today probably more than we are
comfortable with. And remember, there is no fighting in the War Room!

Tuesday, October 18
Balagan Presents
BALAGAN FILM SERIES REVIVAL
at 7:30pm
The Brattle is thrilled to welcome the resurrection of this long-running film
screening program to its new home here in Cambridge. Tonight’s launch will
feature short films by local filmmakers as well as raffles, music and general
revelry! The Balagan Film Series will continue at the Brattle every other
Tuesday evening through the winter.

Thursday, October 27
MSP Films Presents
ATTACK OF LA NINA
at 7:00, 9:15

Saturday, October 29
Live Music Event!
TANYA DONELLY
Show at 8:00pm (doors at 7:00pm)

Tickets on sale soon at brattlefilm.org!

Monday, October 31
BRATTLE HALLOWEEN CELEBRATION!
Stay tuned for more details on the events planned for
one of our favorite holidays of the year!

Tuesday, November 1
Balagan Presents
ROBERT TODD
at 8:00pm
The World Premiere of acclaimed filmmaker Robert Todd’s new experimen-
tal documentary feature!

Also In October! A New Film Series!
The Brattle Movie Club Night at Area 4!
100 YEARS OF CHILLS: 
A CENTENNIAL TRIBUTE TO VINCENT PRICE
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 9 – 30!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

Double Feature!

All screenings take place at Area 4 Restaurant,
500 Technology Square in Cambridge. $5 minimum
donation requested at door. Titles and times TBA

Double Feature!
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ANNIE HALL

FALL 2011 • SEPTEMBER 2 –NOVEMBER 3, 2011

MEEK’S CUTOFF

REPERTORYSERIES! THE NEUROTIC GENIUS OF WOODY ALLEN
INPERSON! CRISPIN HELLION GLOVER, JIMMY TINGLE, TANYA DONELLY

AREAPREMIERE! MYTH OF THE AMERICAN SLEEPOVERAREAPREMIERE! PEARL JAM TWENTY

REPERTORYSERIES! RECENT RAVESREPERTORYSERIES! SILENT SCREAMS

AREAPREMIERE! LUCASBELVAUX’SRAPT

REPERTORYSERIES! PETER AND ALICEAnd Much More!

ABOUT THE BRATTLE 
THE BRATTLE THEATRE is programmed and operated by The Brattle Film
Foundation, a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization. For more information on the foun-
dation and our non-profit activities, please visit www.brattlefilm.org

STAFF: Ivy Moylan, Executive Director. Ned Hinkle, Creative Director. Andrea O’Meara, Associate
Director; Gabriel Moylan, Operations Manager; Brandon Constant, Web Programmer; Andrew
Gerzon, Will Harrison, Cara Kuball, House Mgrs; Ian Lippincott, Sara Meyers, Paul Serries, Melissa
Woods, Theatre Crew; Fred Hanle, Dave Leamon, Sara Meyers, Alec Tisdale, Projectionists

BRATTLE FILM FOUNDATION BOARD: Julia Ananina, Derek Baumann, Roger Broome,
Andrea V. Doukas, Susan Flannery, Roger Fussa, Abigail Harmon, Edward Hinkle, Jerry Murphy,
Scott Mustard, Karen Signorelli, Philip Weiser, Larry Yu.

ADVISORY BOARD: Brad Anderson, Miguel Arteta, Ray Carney, Rudy Franchi, Ted Hope,
Megan Hurst, David Lynch, Albert Maysles, Gordon Willis. 

FLYER PRODUCTION: Ned Hinkle, Design and Layout; Ned Hinkle, Gabe Moylan & Andrea
O’Meara, Flyer Descriptions.

SPECIAL THANKS to our interns, members and volunteers. To inquire about volunteering
or setting up an internship please email ivy@brattlefilm.org
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Harvard Book Store
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Boston Irish Film Festival
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BRATTLE THEATRE FILM SCHEDULE October 2011
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The Brattle is
Now serving 
BEER & WINE!

FILM
SCHEDULE

5:00, 7:30, 10:00 10:00p

CINECACHE 7:30p

5:00, 7:30, 10:00 10:00p

THE GREENHORNS
7:30p
Charles River Conservancy
Presents

8:30, 11:00

RANDALL KENNEDY
W/TOURE & SKIP
GATES 6:00p
Harvard Book Store

PARTS 1 & 2 9:00p PARTS 1 & 2 6:00p 

PART 3 12:30, 8:30 

PARTS 4 & 5 4:00p

BRATTLE FILM
FOUNDATION

40 BRATTLESTREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA  02138

LOCATION 
&PARKING 
THE BRATTLE IS LOCATEDat 40 Brattle Street in
the heart of Harvard Square, Cambridge. We are
one block from the Harvard Red Line Subway stop
and several bus lines including the #1 and the #66. 

DISCOUNT PARKINGWe offer validation for dis-
counted parking at both University Place Garage and
Charles Square Garage. Make sure you get your park-
ing ticket stamped at the box office.

BOXOFFICE&TICKETS
TICKET PRICES: 
General Admission: $9.75
Student Discount: $7.75
Seniors & Children under 12: $6.75
Matinee: $7.75 (all shows before 5pm)

DOUBLE FEATURES!When noted, one ticket is good for
two consecutive films! 

SPECIAL EVENTticket prices vary, see event description
for details.

BOX OFFICE HOURSThe box office generally opens one
half hour before the first show of the day. Tickets for each
showtime go on sale about 30 min after the previous
show begins.

GROUP RATESare available for large parties. Please
contact info@brattlefilm.org or (617) 876-6838 for more
info.

ADVANCE TICKETSare available for most screenings
and events at Brattlefilm.org. Ticket vendor fee applies.

PROGRAM SUBJECT TO CHANGEFor daily program
information please call (617) 876-6837 or visit
brattlefilm.org.

40 BRATTLESTREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA  02138

THE BRATTLE FILM FOUNDATION, inc.

The Brattle Film Foundation
is supported in part by a

grant from the Mass. Cultural 
Council, a state agency.

SUPPORT THE BRATTLE
BECOME A MEMBER! Basic membership is $75
and includes 12 passes to the theater as well as
other benefits. Dual and Special members enjoy
even more benefits. Free admission to all Brattle
programs is available with the “Usher” and
“Producer” level memberships. Please visit the
Brattle box office or our website for more informa-
tion or to purchase a membership.

VOLUNTEER! The Brattle is often looking for volun-
teers and interns, please call (617) 876-8021 or email
info@brattlefilm.org for more information.

MAKE A DONATION! Your support is vital to the
Brattle’s longevity! All donations to the Brattle Film
Foundation are tax-deductible. Simply send a check
or visit our website at brattlefilm.org to donate.

SPONSOR A PROGRAM! If you are interested in
sponsoring or partnering with the Brattle, please
call our offices at (617) 876-8021.

THE UNKNOWN
8:00p
Live Score by Cirkestra

CABINET OF DR.
CALIGARI 12:00p

NOSFERATU 1:45p

WHITE ZOMBIE
7:30p
Live score by Volcano Kings

+ More Halloween
Celebrations!

8:00p

JIM LEHRER
6:00p
Harvard Book Store

5:30, 7:30, 9:30 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

Coming Soon! 

BEING ELMO
godard’S WEEKEND

IT’S A 
WONDERFUL LIFE

HOOK

Regular Members
Bridget Allison
Nicole Aucoin
Peter Berkowitz *
Ivan David Bernier *
Stephen Brophy *
Nancy Burstein
Steve Butterfield *
Steve Casey
Yvonne Christian *
Nina Cohen *
Kate Cohen *
Jessica Conger
Tori Costa
John Crimlisk *
Megan Lucia Dickerson
Jean-Paul DiSeiseio
Tracie Evrigenis *
Nate Fisher
Peter Floyd *
Jimmy Fox

Arthur Gaer*
Robert Gladstein *
Sean Graham *
Kalyan Gupta *
Mitchell Hampton *
Arthur Hardigg
Angela Harvie *
Nicole Hennig
Geoff Hilsabeck
Hubert Ho
Plamen Jetchev
Talia Karchem *
Mike Kenney
Anush Krishnan
Rob Leith *
Catherine Lugar
Scott MacGregor
Ricard Masia *
Lynn D. Matthews *
Santiago Mazuelas
Thomas Meek III *

Brian Travis Mitchell *
Joel Morton
Joe Moser *
Edmond Murad *
Aaron Nahabedian
Barry Perlman
Elizabeth Reynolds
Evan Ritt *
Douglas Roark
Jonathan Ruel
Melissa Schumacher
Jill Snyder *
Mark Stapp *
Robert Threlkeld
Jane Trevithick *
Judith van Ingen *
Adam Van Voorhis
Stewart Vandermark *
Susannah Walker
Bernard Zulalian *

Dual Members
Elsa Dorman & 
Harvey Silverglate *
Ulla Gjorstrup *
Isaac Goldstein *
Erika Hadyn &
Christiana Gerogiannis
Jill Hai
Lydia Kuhn & 
Zak Lee *
Peter Millar
Kaleen Moriarty
Michael Saltzman **
C.R. Sincock & 
Carrie Sun
Chris Tuttle
Stanley Twarog & Susan
Savoca Twargo **
Larry Yu & 
Melissa Nelson-Yu *

Special Members
David Costa *
Rob Dotsin
Maya Harrison **
Susan Lemont **
William Mendelsohn *
Randi Shapiro
Jackie West *

Usher Members
Michael McQuade **
Brian Murphy *
Clive Standley *
Kevin Wald **
Andrea Zezas *

WELCOME to our new members and thank you to all renewing(*) and upgrading(**) members!
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